
 

Nursery- Vocabulary 

Autumn 1: Nursery Rhymes 

Vocabulary Definition 

farmer  Someone who looks after farm animals 

farms Where some animals live  

jobs Things people do to get money 

Police officer Someone who can help us 

firefighter Someone who puts out fires 

emergency When something dangerous happens 

Autumn 1: Nursery Rhymes 

Vocabulary Definition 

birds An animal that flies in the sky 

living things Something that breathes 

life cycle How things grow 

float On top of the water 

sink Under the water 

Autumn 1: Nursery Rhymes 

Vocabulary Definition 

memories Things you remember  

photo/photographs A picture taken with a camera 

parent Mum and dad  

grandparent Gran and grandad 

routines What we do in the morning/afternoon/evening 

grow To get bigger and older 

baby a very young child 

Autumn 2: Let’s Go 

Vocabulary Definition 

boat It floats on the water and you can sit in it 

bus Lots of people can ride on this to other places 

tractor What a farmer rides on at the farm 

rocket   A way to get in to the moon 

road Somethings that cars travel on 

Autumn 2: Let’s Go 

Vocabulary Definition 

 find To get something 

sort To group things together 

Autumn 2: Let’s Go 

Vocabulary Definition 

sister a female with the same parents as you 

brother a male with the same parents as you 

family Two or more people who live together 

Spring 1: Going Wild 

Vocabulary Definition 

Zoo A place to keep animals safe 

country Different places around the world 

zoo keeper  Someone who looks after animals at the zoo 

Spring 1: Going Wild 

Vocabulary Definition 



materials What things are made of 

change When something looks different 

same Look alike 

different Not the same 

Spring 1: Going Wild 

Vocabulary Definition 

young  Something alive for a short time 

old a long time ago 

dinosaur a large creature that lived a long time ago 

Spring 2: Ready Steady Grow 

Vocabulary Definition 

field Grassy open space with hedges 

garden A small area of grass belonging to a house 

Spring 2: Ready Steady Grow 

Vocabulary Definition 

vegetable A food that grows in soil 

plant Something that grows 

grow Get bigger 

flower The brightly coloured part of a plant 

water Give water to a plant to grow 

seed Something that grows into a plant, fruit, vegetable 

Spring 2: Ready Steady Grow 

Vocabulary Definition 

tractor A strong work vehicle used for farming 

horse Animals that were used to pull farm machines in the past 

plough A large farming tool with sharp blades to turn over the soil 

farm A piece of land used to grow crops or raise animals on 

Summer 1: Once Upon a Time  

Vocabulary Definition 

bridge People can get across a river using this 

hill Smaller than a mountain 

Summer 1: Once Upon a Time 

  

wood Comes from a tree 

porridge A cereal 

cook Heat something you can eat 

Summer 1:Once Upon a Time 

Vocabulary Definition 

palace A beautiful, big house where someone important like a king lives 

king  A male ruler 

queen A female ruler 

castle Where kings and queens lived 

Summer 2:Here Comes the Sun 

Vocabulary Definition 

sea water 

rubbish Things that people throw away 

pollution Rubbish that can hurt people and animals 

beach Somewhere with sand and sea 

Summer 2:Here Comes the Sun 

Vocabulary Definition 

shell Some creatures live inside these 

fish Aa animal that lives in the sea  

octopus An under the sea animal with 8 tentacles 

shark A large animal that lives under the sea 



Sun  A bright light that can be seen in the sky. 

Summer 2:Here Comes the Sun 

Vocabulary Definition 

beach A piece of land along the edge of water 

past things that happened a long time ago 

now At this moment 

games Something that people play for fun 

 

 

 

 

 

 


